Assignment 0208
This assignment is meant to exercise your understanding of the process management concepts that we’ve discussed so far. You may consider this as practice for the upcoming midterm.

Not for Submission
Read Chapters 3, 4, and 5 in SGG.

For Submission
Do the following exercises from SGG; submit your answers on hardcopy. It’s possible that we might not get to the material required for the latter exercises by the homework deadline; if this is a case, just mark those as “not yet covered,” and we’ll just discuss them in class before the midterm.

1. SGG Exercise 3.2
2. SGG Exercise 3.4
3. SGG Exercise 4.4
4. SGG Exercise 4.7
5. SGG Exercise 5.3
6. SGG Exercise 5.4
7. SGG Exercise 5.13